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7
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1
st
 -Term 

Unit – I  

GONE FOREVER 

 Book back questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms  

Words Synonyms Antonyms 

Grizzly Grey - 

Glide Proceed - 

Fascinate Attract, charm - 

Grace Charm, refinement Clumsy 

Observing Watching, following - 

Behavior Manners, conduct - 

habits practice - 

endangered Harmed Saved 

Disappear Vanish Appear 

Protect Save Harm 

Species Class, group - 

Abundance Plenty Scarcity 

Temper Mood - 

Powerful Strong, weak Weak 

Magical Enchanting - 

Valuable Precious Invalid 

Habitat Natural home - 

Wander Roam - 

Territory Region - 

Homeland Motherland Abroad 

Shrinking Decreasing Expanding 

Threatens Warns - 

Unusual Strange Usual 

Extinct Die out Survive 

Shipped Transported - 

Exotic Strange Familiar 

merely Only - 

Pollute Contaminate Clean 

Support Strengthen, endure Abandon 

Breed Produce - 

Wilderness Desert - 

Dependent Relaying Independent 

Impact Influence, effect - 
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2. Opposites Words 

S.No Opposites 

1 Quick Slow 

2 Powerful Weak 

3 Fascinate bore 

4 Disappear appear 

5 Important unimportant 

6 Balance Imbalance 

7 High Low 

8 Wild Tame 

9 Dangerous Safe 

10 Gentle Rough 

3. PREFIXES 

Sl.No Prefix Meaning Word Your example 

1 Im- Not Impossible Imminent 

2 Dis- Away or apart Disagree Disembark 

3 Mis- Wrong Misjudge Mis-spelt 

4 Multi- Many Multiply Multinational 

5 Pre- Before Preview Preoccupied 

6. Bi- Twice Bisect Bi-monthly 

7. Semi- Half Semi-precious Semi-automatic 

8. Un- Not Uncertain unhappy 

4. PREFIXES Words 

Comfort Discomfort 

Loyal Disloyal 

Movable Immovable 

Perfect Imperfect 

Storey Multi-storey 

Reading Misreading 

Mature Immature 

Final Semifinal 

Behave Misbehave 

Cycle Bicycle 

 

5. Fill the correct PREFIXES to the words in italics:  

1. No one is perfect; all of us are …………………in one way of the ther. 

Ans: Imperfect 

2. This door is of single color but windows are of ………………… 

 Ans: Multi – colours 

3. I write articles for a weekly and a ………………… 

Ans: Biweekly 
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4. This a circle but that is a …………………. 

Ans: Semi - circle 

5. This bag is full of precious and …………………stone. 

Ans: Semi - Precious 

6. The chair offers me comfort but a stool gives me …………………. 

Ans: discomfort 

7. Your essay should contain all the necessary Points avoid …………………explanation. 

Ans: Unnecessary 

8. Before reading out the poem to us, out teacher asked us some …………………questions. 

Ans: Pre-reading 

9. It is possible to walk to the bus stop, but it is …………………to walk to the airport that is miles away 

Ans: Impossible 

10. Rahul has learnt to manage his time well, but his brother …………………both his time and money. 

Ans: Mismanage 

6. Match the compound words:  

First Word Second Word New word 

Match Hole Matchbox 

Card Pin Cardboard 

Man Board Manhole 

Safety Fish Safetypin 

Star Box Starfish 

 

7. Identify the COMMON NOUNS:  

1. We arrived early at the station 

2. There are different species of Fish 

3. The man was trying to steal her Car 

8. Abstract Nouns: 

Happy Happiness 

Scholar Scholarship 

Know Knowledge 
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Think Thought 

Strong Strength 

Wise Wisdom 

9. Fill the Collective Nouns:  

1. A …………… of birds flew high in the sky. 

Ans: flock 

2. They saw a …………of lions at the zoo. 

Ans: Pride 

3. The farmer has a ………….. of cattle on his farm. 

Ans: herd 

10. Find the correct simple Present Tense:  

1. Susheela/I like walking in the rain. 

Ans: I 

2. Mohan/I usually comes home at 4.00 p.m 

Ans: Mohan 

3. Amudha/You get up early. 

Ans: You 

5. I/Priya brushes her teeth every night. 

Ans: Priya 

11. Fill in the blanks with the past tense form of the verbs given in brackets:  

1. The Teacher ………………… (give) instructions 

Ans: gave 

2. Sheena…………….. (Post) the letter. 

Ans: Posted 

3. The Train …………… (arrive) late. 

Ans: Arrived 

4. The Vendor…………… (sell) a kilo of brinjals. 

Ans: So 
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5. I……………….. (forget) my book. 

Ans: forgot 

12. Fill in the blanks with the Simple future tense form of given in brackets:  

1. I…………………. (bring) the book tomorrow 

Ans: will bring 

2. People …………… (be) happy to see the winner. 

Ans: will be 

3. The bus ……………….. (come) within a few minutes. 

Ans: will come 

4. Mala ………….. (sing) the Prayer song in the next programme. 

Ans: will sing 

5. Be careful! The glass ……………… (break). 

Ans: will break 

13. Fill in the blanks with the correct tense form of verb given in brackets:  

1. Today ………………. (be) a holiday on account of Gandhi Jayanthi. 

Ans: is 

2. I……………(go) out yesterday. 

Ans: went 

3. This shop …………….(remain) closed yesterday, but today it ……………(be) open 

Ans: Remained 

4. We…………… (write) a test last week and we …………..( write) another test next week. 

Ans: Wrote, will write 

5. When my father …………… (return) from Mumbai next month, he………… (bring) me a gift from there. 

Ans: returns, will bring 

Unit-1  

Poem - BAT 

Book Back Questions 
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1. Synonyms and Antonyms 

Sl.No Word Synonym Antonym 

1 Naked Bare Covered 

2 Blind sightless sighted 

3. shining glittering dull 

4. Soaring ascend descend 

5. High steep low 

6. Skim glide - 

7. Single alone many 

8. daybreak dawn dusk 

9. Tired weary Energetic, fish 

10. Sharp keen blunt 

11. Slow Sluggish Fast 

12. Mild gentle harsh 

13. Bright Sparkling dark 

14 Folds tuck open 

15 Wrap enclose unmantle 

 

Unit-1 

 Supplementary Reader – A SAGE’S COMPASSION 

Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms 

Stnonym Antonym 

Soon Late 

Powerful Weak 

Smile Frown 

Greater Smaller 

Whole Single 

Help Hinder, trouble (v) 

Blocks Opens 

Beautiful Ugly 

Hard Soft 

Safe Dangerous 

Best Worst 

Someone No one 

Love Hate 

Confused Calm 

Learn Teach 

Prosperity Poverty 

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable degrees of adjectives: 

1. Helen is ……………… (lovely) than Neena. 

Ans: Lovelier 
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2. Coconut trees are ………….. (tall) than mango trees. 

Ans: taller 

3. A horse cannot run …………. (fast) as a deer. 

Ans: as fast 

4. The Taj Mahal is the ……….. (beautiful) monument in india. 

Ans: most beautiful 

5. Time is ………… (Valuable) than good. 

Ans: more valuable 

6. Dhoni is one of the …………. (popular) cricketers in india. 

Ans: most popular 

7. My horse runs …………… (good) than yours. 

Ans: better 

8. The elephant is the …………. (big) animal on earth. 

Ans: biggest 

9. The giraffe’s  neck is ………….. (long) than any other animal. 

Ans: longer 

10. Try to save water ……….. … (much) possible. 

Ans: as much as 

11. This road is ………… (wide) than that late lane. 

Ans: Wider 

12. A mynah is ………….. (talkative) a parrot. 

Ans: as talkative as 

13. Peacock is one of the ………… (colourful) birds on the earth. 

Ans: most colourful 

14. My school is not …………… (far) your school. 

Ans: as far as 

15. Mango is…………… (sweet) than most other fruits. 
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Ans: Sweeter 

3 .Identifiy the degrees in the following sentences 

1. Raju is shorter than Rama 

Ans: Comparative 

2. I have less number of sweets than any of you 

Ans: Comparative 

3. Goutham ate more than any of us 

Ans: Comparative 

4. The Pacific is the deepest Ocean. 

Ans: Superlative 

5. Mr. Kishore earns as much as Mr.Anand 

Ans: Positive 

6. Our hair grows longer in summer 

Ans: Comparative 

7. This is the best ride I have ever been on. 

Ans: Superlative 

8. The Japanse have the shortest feet 

Ans: Positive 

9. Pearls are as precious as gems. 

Ans: Superlative 

10. Hill resorts are as interesting as beach resorts. 

Ans: Positive 

4. Identifiy the Sentense True or False 

1. Africa was once filled with an abundance of wild animals (True) 

2. The black rhinoceros has very sharp and clear eyesight (False) 

3. Some people think that the rhino’s horn has magical powers (True) 

4. There are only about 1500giant panda still living in the wild. (False) 
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5. The fastest land animal, the Cheetah, also lives in Africa (True) 

6. The blue whale is the largest animal in the world (True) 

7. The blue whale is the largest animal in the world (True) 

8. We hunt the animals for skins, tusks, furs and horns. (True) 

9. Each and every living thing is independent and never dependent on the others to survive (False) 

10. Many zoos breed endangered animals. (True) 

5. Choose Correct Synonyms from the options given below 

1. Roars 

a) angers            b) growls             c)shouts 

[Ans: growls] 

2. fascinate 

a) charm           b) drag                  c) affect 

[Ans: charm] 

3. Disappear 

a) missing         b) vanish              c) lost 

[Ans: Vanish] 

4. Endangered 

a) harmed         b) dead                  c) destroyed 

[Ans: harmed] 

5. Species 

a) Variety         b) group                 c) collection 

[Ans: group] 

6. Temper 

a) mood            b)anger                  c) enchanting 

[Ans: mood] 

7.Magical 

a)Vanishing      b) attractive          c) enchanting 
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[Ans: enchanting] 

8. Threaten 

a) warn              b) harm                c) violent 

[Ans: Warn] 

9. Exotic 

a) attractive      b) erode                c) strange 

[Ans: strange] 

10). Merly 

a) totally           b)only             c) Vaguely 

[Ans: only 

6. Choose Correct Antonyms from the options given below 

1. Shrinking        x   Perish               [Ans: Enlarging] 

2. Protect            x   Slowest            [Ans: abandon] 

3. Pollute            x   Scarcity            [Ans: Purify] 

4. Service           x   Cheap               [Ans: Perish] 

5. Fascinate        x   Enlarging          [Ans: bore] 

6. Abundance     x   unnatural          [Ans: Scarcity] 

7. Fatest             x   abandon            [Ans: Slowest] 

8. Valuable        x   tame                  [Ans: Cheap] 

9. Natural          x   purify                [Ans: unnatural] 

10. Wild            x   bore                   [Ans: tame] 

7. fill ine blanks with required tense forms 

Sl.No Present Past Future 

1 Come Came Will come 

2 Break broke Will break 

3 Do,does did Will do 

4 Take took Will take 

5 Bring brought Will bring 

6 Teach taught Will teach 

7 Shake Shook Will shake 
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8 Buy bought Will buy 

9 Sweep Swept Will Sweep 

10 Hurt hurt Will hurt 

 

8. Correct the following sentences. Each sentence has an incorrect tense used in it 

1. Edison invents the gramophone 

Ans: Edison invented the gramophone 

2. The Rich man will leave yesterday 

Ans: The Rich man will left yesterday 

3. She always spoke the truth 

Ans: She always speaks the truth 

4. He is here for the last five days 

Ans: He was here for the last five days 

5. Mr. Kumar arrived by the 10 p.m train tonight 

Ans: Mr. Kumar will arrive by the 10 p.m train tonight 

Unit-II  

Lesson- THE NEEM TREE 

 Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms: 

Sl.No Word Synonym Antonym 

1 Warm Balmy cool 

2 Blossom Flower Wither 

3 Suddenly Unexpectedly Gradually 

4 Harsh Cruel, unkind gentle 

5 Continued Carry on, doing Stopped 

6. Attention To notice Inattention 

7 Swallowed Gulped, submit to unfair treatment regurgitate 

8 Enthusiastic Eager Apatheric 

9 Couple Duo, a pair separate 

10 Argue Dispute, bicker Befriend 

11 Strange Unusual, odd Normal 

12 Wordlessly Speechlessly, silently - 

13. Briefly For a short time Permanently 

14. Gradually Slowly, Steadily Rapidly 

15. Increased Multiplied, boosted Decreased 
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16. Dismay Shock, disappointment Comfort, doubt 

17 Confidence Self belief, faith - 

18 Vacantly Blankly, without thought - 

19 Summoned Call for, send for Alertly 

20. Suppressed Prevent from developing Dismiss 

21. Eagerly Keenly, readily, enthusiastically Uninterested 

22. Congratulated Applauded, cheered Unenthusiastically 

23. Entire Whole, complete, full Partial 

24. Winner Champion, victor Incomplete loser 

 

2. Match the Opposites  

1. Summer         -       winter 

2. inward            -      outward 

3. increased        -      decreased 

4. Assembled      -       Dispersed 

5. locked            -       opened 

6. losing            -       winning 

7. bright             -       dull 

8. strange           -       common 

9. forgot             -      remember 

3. Prefixes and Suffixes 

Prefixes Suffixes 

Inactive Government 

Indispline Pavement 

Inborn Requirement 

Inefficient Agreement 

Inability astonishment 

Indifferent Payment 

Insufficient Treatment 

inefficient Settlement 

 

4. Give some new words for Prefixes and suffixes 

Mis- Misspelt, misunderstanding 

-some Troublesome, tiresome, fulsome, irksome 

Im- Impossible, immeasurable, impersonal, impractical, immobile, improper, impromptu. 

Un- Unattended, unaware, unavailable, unseen, unreal, unwell, uneven, unyielding, 
unflinching, unhinged, unband. 
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5. Fill in the blanks with words formed by adding suitable suffixes to the words in italics. 

1. The actors entertain children and the theatre is a source of …………….. 

Ans: Entertainment 

2. Vishnu is able to sing well. He revealed his …………… at the concert. 

Ans: ability 

3. We should keep our surrounding clean…………. Is next to godliness. 

Ans: Cleanliness 

4. There is a controversy about the winner of the match. Hence……………arguments are going on. 

Ans: Controversial 

5. These angles are supplements of each other. They are called……………. Angels. 

Ans: Supplementary 

6. Her handwriting is neat. The teacher appreciates her for her. 

Ans: neatness 

7. This picture adds beauty to the room, it is…………….. 

Ans: beautiful 

8. Since Suresh quarrels with everyone, he is …………………… 

Ans: quarrelsome 

9. Do not give room to negative thoughts. They lead to………………. 

Ans: negativity 

10. My grandfather is a wise man. He has a lot of……………….. 

Ans: Wisdom 

6. Match Column A and Column B make Compund Words 

Sl.No Column A Column B Compound Words 

1 Class Water Classroom 

2 Break White Break time 

3 Over Room Overheard 

4 Back Time Backstage 

5 Door Heard Doorstep 

6 Snow Stage Snow white 

7 Ground Step Groundwater 
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7. Construct Suitable Senternces using future continuous  

1. The children…………. Working hard tonight for exam. 

Ans: will be 

2. I ………………. Going to temple today. 

Ans: shall be 

3. Anitha ……………. Going to Chennai next month. 

Ans: will be 

4. We …………….. celebrating  pongal in January. 

Ans: shall be 

5. Ramesh ………….. working in the evenings. 

Ans: will be 

6. Kumar ……………….. preparing hard tonight for the exam. 

Ans: will be 

7. Swerna ………………. Having her dinner by 9pm. 

Ans: will be 

8. Shreya ……………… inviting all her friends to the party. 

Ans: will be 

9. Niranjani …………….. enjoying the film this Friday. 

Ans: shall be 

10. The teacher …………. Completing the syllabus by November. 

Ans: will be 

8. Fill in the blanks using the Past/Present/ Future Continous forms of the verbs given in the brackets.  

1. Tomorrow at this time Ramesh……………..(write) a text. 

Ans: will write 

2. My mother ………………(Prepare) dinner, while I ………………..(do) my homework. 

Ans: Prepared; was doing 

3. I………….. (work) very hard now-a-days. 
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Ans: work 

4. Ram……………. (attend) French classes, as he has got a job in france. 

Ans: attends 

5. Prem…………….. (Practise) tennis, when the teacher suddenly called him inside. 

Ans: was practising 

6. When…………. (you)………….. (go) to start your revision. 

Ans: are you, going 

7. We ……………… (complete) our lessons by next week. 

Ans: will complete 

8. People ……………. (burst) crackers all over; the noise is deafening. 

Ans: burst 

9. We…………….(near) the airport, when our car broke down suddenly. 

Ans: are nearing 

10. My parents ……………… (leave) for Mumbai today. 

Ans: leave 

Unit-2  

Poem – WHAT TREES ARE FOR 

book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms: 

Word Synonym Antonym 

cease Stop, end Commence 

Relaxing Unwinding Tense 

Unspecified Some Nothing 

Companion Friend Enemy/ rival 

Stop End Beginning 

Notice Observe Ignore 

Noise Sound Silence 

Small woody snool Twig Branch 

New fresh Stale/ routine 

Easy, at home Comfortable Uneasy/uncomfortable 
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2. Functional Enrichment Activity: 

Sl.No Kinds of Tree Uses of the Tree Where it grows 

1 Mango Tree Used for foods Tropical & sub tropical regions 

2 Neem Tree Used as mediciene Drier areas 

3 Tamarind Tree Used as spice Tropical regions 

4 Guava Tree Gives us fruit Tropical regions 

5 Culmohar Tree Gives us flower Tropical regions 

 

Unit-2  

Supplementary Reader – NATURE CARES FOR NATURE 

Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms & Antonym 

Word Synonym Antonym 

Contempt disdain Admiration 

Previous Earlier, prior subsequent 

tender Loving, caring Rough 

Yield Give in, give way Resist 

Restless Fidgety, restless Relaxed 

Consoled Comfort, calm Depress 

Irritably Angry, touchily Lightly 

Delights Joy, happiness Displeasure 

Chemicals Compound, element -- 

2. Choose the best synonyms from the options given for the word underlined: 

1. The teacher’s harsh voice thundered. 

a) loud                b) rude            c) hard 

Ans: rude 

2. Malar answered promptly 

a) Punctually      b) smartly       c) Cleverly 

Ans: Punctually 

3. Malar was elated 

a) escaped           b) sad              c) excited 

Ans: excited 

4. Malar looked around in dismay. 

a) disappointment b) helplessness c) hopeful 
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Ans: Helplessness 

5. The blossoms were bewitching 

a) magical           b) Beautiful       c) attractive 

Ans: magical 

6. You have to be alert 

a) wise               b) careful            c) attentive 

Ans: attentive 

7. Malar suppressed her tears.  

a) allowed          b) resolved         c) restrained 

Ans: Restrained 

8. She is not able to cope with the steps 

a) manage          b) adjust             c) arrest 

Ans: manage 

9. Your tree will survive 

a) exist               b) live                c) breathe 

Ans: live 

10. You are a bright beautiful blossom, too  

a) leaf                b) root                c) flower 

Ans: flower 

3. Choose the best Antonym from the options given for the word underlined: 

1. The children clapped their hands joyfully 

a) happily          b) sadly               c) fearfully 

Ans: sadly 

2. Malar nodded 

a) shook            b) accepted          c) slept 

Ans: Shook 

3. Her voice rang with doubt 
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a) surely            b) certainty          c) force 

Ans: Certainty 

4. It was break-time and the class dispersed 

a) flocked         b) crowded           c) gathered 

Ans: gathered 

5. Please don’t argue 

a) agree           b) frown           c) smile 

Ans: agree 

TERM-1 

Book Back Grammar Questions 

1. Fill in the blank with suitable verbs 

1. I am………….. my lunch (eat) 

Ans: Eating  

2. ………………. Down the door, the police ………………the room. (break, enter) 

Ans: breaking, entered 

3. ………………. The hospital, take a left turn. (reach) 

Ans: To reach  

4. Reaching the lake the boy ……………….. to go for a swim. (want) 

Ans: Wanted  

5. The girl plucked the rose …………………. Her hair. (adorn) 

Ans: to adorn  

2. Match the prefixes and suffixes 

a) Prefixes 

Semi   - Fresh            [Ans: Semisolid] 

Post    - Solid             [Ans: Postpone] 

In        - Social           [Ans: insufficient] 

Re       - pone             [Ans: Refresh] 
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Anti    - sufficient      [Ans: Antisocial] 

b) Suffixes 

Refer        - ity           [Ans: Reference] 

Clock        - ful            [Ans: Clockwise] 

Part          - ence        [Ans: Partial] 

Uniform   - ial           [Ans: Uniformity] 

Wonder   - wise         [Ans: Wonderful] 

3. Compound words – match the words 

1. news              -       line  [Ans: newspaper] 

2. fear                -       light  [Ans:fearsome] 

3. war                -       cast  [Ans: warship] 

4. sky                 -    some  [Ans: skylight] 

5. out       -   ways  [Ans: outskirts] 

6. head       -   paper  [Ans: headline] 

7. side       -   craft   [Ans: sideways] 

8. hard       -   ship   [Ans: hardware] 

9. broad     -   ware  [Ans: broadcast] 

10. space    -   skirts  [Ans: spacecraft] 

Unit-3  

lesson – IN QUEST OF INDIA’S FREEDOM 

Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms: 

Word Synonym Antonym 

freedom independence Restriction 

Secular Worldly, material Spiritual 

Democracy Social equality Dictatorship 

Dawn Day break, sunrise Dusk 

Possible Probable Unlikely 

Obtain Attain, acquire Lose 

Patriotism Loyalty, nationalism Disloyalty 
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Respect Deference Disrespect 

Kindled Awaken, fire up Douse 

Personally In person Generally 

Profound  Deep Superficial 

Ancient Very old Contemporary 

Outstanding Exceptional Dull 

Stupid Dull-witted Clever 

Upset Hurt, distress Please 

Primitive Ancient Modern 

Rude Impolite Polite 

Forerunner Predecessor Decendent 

Credit Praise, acknowledge Blame 

Brilliant  Bright, talented Dull 

Achievements Attainment, success Failure 

Official Authorized Informal 

Control In charge of Yield 

Released Let go Hold 

Preceded Come first follow 

 

2. Classify the sentences of the Positive, Comparative or Superlative degree: 

1. This is the latest introduction to the market – Superlative degree 

2. Mr.Naveen is the wealthiest person in our locality – Superlative degree 

3. Aakash was the earliest to arrive – Superlative degree 

4. Rahul is cleverer than me - Comparative degree 

5. Your performance is as good as mine – Positive degree 

6. My handwriting is better than yours – Comparative degree 

7. The Taj mahal is the most beautiful building that I have ever seen – Superlative degree 

8. Today is the hottest day of the year – Superlative degree 

9. No other girl in the school is as polite as Naga. – Positive degree 

10. The blue dress is as pretty as the red dress – Positive degree 

3. Identifiy the adverb and name the kind of adverb in the given sentences 

1. He gets up early in the morning  

Ans: Early – Adverb of time 

2. Mohana looked down 

Ans: Down – Adverb of Place 
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3. He hardly works 

Ans: Hardly – Adverb of degree or quantity 

4. He seldom comes here 

Ans: Seldom – Adverb of frequency 

5. Rani looks pretty well 

Ans: Pretty – Adverb of degree or quantity 

6. Why didn’t you come to school? 

Ans: Why – Interrogative adverbs 

7. Since it was cold, he wore a sweater 

Ans: Since it was cold – Adverb of reason 

8. He was certainly angry  

Ans: Certainly – Adverb of affirmation and negation 

9. She has enough time to complete her work 

Ans: Enough – Adverb of quantity 

10. The Rani of Jhansi fought bravely 

Ans: Bravely – Adverb of Manner 

A. Identify the Pattern of the following sentences 

1. The Angry Lion roared – S V 

2. I ate an apple – SVO  

3. She sings well – SVA 

4. We are students – S V C 

5. He showed me a picture – S V IO DO 

6. He named the child Varun at the ceremony – S V O C A  

7. My friend gave me a camera on my birthday – S V IO DO A 

8. We spent our vacation in shimla – S V O A 

9. The old man fell ill suddenly – S V C A 

10. Yesterday she danced wonderfully at the function – A S V A A 
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11. Mahesh often meets his friends at the park – S A V O A 

12. We are always punctual to school – S V A C A 

13. Meena is my best friend - S V C 

14. The dog barked fiercely – S V A 

15. She has not done her homework – S V A 

16. Ramu went to Madurai – S V A 

17. Indra was wise – S V C 

18. Balu love his profession – S V O 

19. I gave him a present last week – S V IO DO A 

20. Ravi Grew tired after the match – S V C A 

4. Correct the errors in the following sentence (Articles)  

1. I met an European Yesterday. 

Ans: I met a European Yesterday 

2. Sheela is learning the Japanese. 

Ans: Sheela is learning the Japanese 

3. If you heat the ice, it melts 

Ans: If you heat the ice, it melts 

4. Give me hundred rupee note 

Ans: Give me a hundred rupee note 

5. Ramesh is a honest man 

Ans: Ramesh is an honest man 

6. Rekha plays violin well 

Ans: Rekha plays the violin well 

7. The more items you buy, more you spend. 

Ans: The more items you buy, more you spend. 

8. It is an one – hour journey from here to the museum 

Ans: It is a one – hour journey from here to the museum 
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9. My father is a L.I.C agent 

Ans: My father is an L.I.C agent 

10. This is first prize that I have ever won 

Ans: This is the first prize that I have ever won 

Unit-3  

Supplementary Reader – THE SELFISH GIANT 

Bbook Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms 

Word Synonym Antonym 

Large  Big Small 

Soft Velvety, silky Rough 

Unhappy Sad Happy 

Selfish Self centered Unselfish, humane 

Awake Wakeful, up Asleep 

Sweet Delightful Unappealing 

Stretched Reached out Withdrew 

Wicked Bad Good 

Feeble Weak Strong 

Marvellous Spectacular Terrible 

Underneath Under Above 

2. Choose the best synonym from the options given for the word underlined: 

1. It brought in the concept of a people’s government to administer a country. 

a) reign               b) control               c) dominate 

Ans: Reign 

2. This slogan ‘Jai Hindh’ inspires everyone instantaneously. 

a) pushes            b) forces                 c) motivates 

Ans: Motivates 

3. ……………. He came under the profound influence of an outstanding spiritual leader…………. 

a) agreement       b) approach           c) regard 

Ans: Approach 

4. Subhash decided to protest 

a) rebel               b) argue                  c) flight 
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Ans: rebel 

5. …………… amd the sick who did not have any access to medical care. 

a) agreement      b) approach             c) regard 

Ans: Approach 

6. He secured the fourth rank in the ICS examination. 

a) won               b) grabbed               c) scored 

Ans: Scored 

7. They also wanted to control Indian trade. 

a) curb               b) abandon              c) halt 

Ans: Curb 

8. They made the sale of homespun cloth and other Indian products illegal 

a) lawful            b) unlawful              c) official 

Ans: Unlawful 

9. Hold the Indian flag aloft and fight on 

a) high               b) low                      c) down 

Ans: High 

10. It was here that Netaji coined the rousing words of salutation to our mother land. 

a) declaration     b) command           c) greeting 

Ans: Greeting 

3. Choose the best Antonym from the options given for the word underlined: 

1. At the dawn of the 20
th
 century…………… 

a) Advent            b) dusk                  c) Set 

Ans: Dusk 

2. Beni Madhav Das Kindled in the spirit of partriotism in him. 

a) buried             b) limited             c) restrained 

Ans: Restrained 

3. ………….. they were called ‘stupid natives’ and ‘barbarians’ or primitive people  
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a) Ancient           b) modern             c) civilized 

Ans: Civilized 

4. Bose started feeling that only an armed stuggle would liberate India. 

a) Capture           b) curb                 c) defeat 

Ans: Capture 

5. Every dawn is preceded by a thick darkness. 

a) Led                 b) dominated        c) Proceeded. 

Ans: Proceeded 

Unit-3 book Back Grammar Questions 

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable flow of the verbs: 

1. I Prefer…………early in the morning. (swim) 

Ans: Swimming 

2…………… is drivine. (forgive) 

Ans: Forgiving 

3. …………… is my hobby. (mountain) 

Ans: Mountaineering 

4. Gopal’s Favourite pastime is …………. Natural scenery. (Paint) 

Ans: Painting 

2. Identify the type of adjectives used in the following sentences: 

1. The acrobats gave a wonderous performance. 

Ans: Adjective of quality 

2. We saw a total lunar eclipse. 

Ans: Adjective of quantity 

3. There are eight plants 

Ans: Adjective of number 

4. I Saw few beggars in the street 

Ans: Adjective of quality 

5. Every man is born to live 

Ans: indefinite adjective 
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6. See that this letter is posted 

Ans: distributive adjective 

7. Whose door did you knock? 

Ans: demonstrative adjective 

8. The people welcomed their leader with guesto. 

Ans: interrogative adjective 

9. Sally made her own decision to pursue Marine Engineering. 

Ans: emphasizing adjective 

10. A Korean ship is grounded in the harbor. 

Ans: Proper adjective 

3. Match the adjectives with nouns 

1. wide         -        work                  [Ans: Wild atmosphere]  

2. white        -        night                 [Ans: white snow] 

3. solar         -        showers             [Ans: solar eclipse] 

4. heavy       -        garden               [Ans: heavy showers] 

5. strenuous -        tower  [Ans: strenuous work] 

6. intricate   -        path  [Ans: intricate carving] 

7. high         -        eclipse  [Ans: high tower] 

8. muddy     -        carving  [Ans: muddy path] 

9. beautiful   -        atmosphere [Ans: beautiful garden] 

10. dark       -        snow    [Ans: dark night] 

4. Fill in the blanks with the kinds of adverb indicated 

1. Adverb of time: 

    The Cricketers are leaving to Australia…………… 

Ans: Next Week 

2. Adverb of place: 

     The leaves were strewn……………. 
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Ans: everywhere 

3. Adverb of quality 

    He gave an …………….. speech. 

Ans: impressive 

4. Adverb of frequency: 

    The milk man comes……………… 

Ans: Daily 

5. Adverb of Degree or Quantity: 

    The coastel areas were ……………. Hit by the storm. 

Ans: Badly 

6. Adverb of Affirmation and negation: 

    Of …………. Indians are great mathematics. 

Ans: of course 

7. Adverb of Reason: 

    The victim died because he was …………….. 

Ans: fatally injured 

8. Inerrogative Adverb: 

    …………….. will you return? 

Ans: When 

5. Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’ 

1. a Chinese 

2. an Indian. 

3. an hour. 

4. a Field. 

5. a European. 

6. an M.Com degree 

7. an S.S.L.C student. 
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8. an Honour. 

9. an Angry man. 

10. an L.G. TV. 

11. an X-Ray 

12. a Well 

13. an umbrella 

14. a uniform 

15. an igloo. 

16. a hut. 

17. an e-mail. 

18. an i-pad. 

19. an on-line message. 

20. a one rupee note. 

6. Fill in the blanks with necessary articles: 

1. ……an……. Outstanding political leader of India, Rajagopalachari was better known by ……the…….. pet 

name of Rajaji. Rajagopalachari studied at ………an…….. English school at Hosur. 

2. Aesop was ……a…….. Slave with ……a……… deformed physique. He was ………the……. Son of 

……a…… slave. 

3. Christopher Columbus ………a……… great Italian navigator and explorer, was born as ……the……. Son of 

……a…… poor weaver. 

7
th

 Standard English  

2nd -Term 

Unit – I  

DREAMS CAN COME TRUE 

 Book back questions 

 

 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms  
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WORD SYNONYM ANTONYM 

Ancient early modern 

Shy timid, introverted outgoing, bold 

Shrewd sharp naïve 

Original unique fake, imitative 

Humble modest arrogant, overconfident, complacent 

Encourage motivate discourage 

Important significant insignificant, negligible 

Power authority powerlessness 

Confidence self-belief insecurity 

Respect deference  disrespect 

 

2. fill up the blanks by using the Present Tense of the verbs shown in the brackets: 

1. Two and two _________________ [make] four.  

   [Ans: makes] 

2. Shantha with all her sisters ________________[be] here 

   [Ans: is] 

3. Every passenger ________________[have] a ticket. 

    [Ans: has] 

4. Each first class ticket ______________ [cost] a hundred rupees. 

    [Ans: costs] 

5. Either Samy or Bhoopalan _______________ [be] on time. 

    [Ans: is] 

6. The jury _________________ [be] divided in their opinions. 

    [Ans: are] 

7. Iron as well as copper ____________ [be] found in India. 
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    [Ans: is] 

3. Fill in the blanks with present form of the verb which agrees with subject: 

1. Neither of us ________________ there. 

   [Ans: is] 

2. None of these boys ______________ passed. 

   [Ans: has] 

3. Good news _______________ always welcome. 

   [Ans: is] 

4. Mathematics ______________ an intellectual subject. 

   [Ans: is] 

5. None of you _______________ done this work properly. 

   [Ans: has] 

6. The quality of these apples ________________ not good. 

   [Ans: is] 

7. Neither you nor I __________________ to drop this project. 

   [Ans: have] 

8. Each of these boys _________________ passed. 

   [Ans: has] 

LET’S LEARN: QUESTION TAGS: 

No. Your example Auxiliary verb 
Negative (in 

contracted form) 
Your example 

1. is she? is isn’t isn’t she? 

2. was he? was is she? wasn’t he? 

3. were they? were weren’t weren’t they? 

4. should we? should shouldn’t shouldn’t we? 

5. could i? could couldn’t couldn’t i? 
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6. are they are aren’t aren’t they? 

7. will he? will wont wont he? 

8. shall we? shall shan’t shan’t we? 

9. can she? can cant’ can’t she? 

10. had they? had hadn’t hadn’t they? 

11. did she? did didn’t didn’t she? 

12. does he? does doesn’t doesn’t he? 

13. do they? do don’t don’t they? 

14. has he? has hasn’t hasn’t he? 

15. have we? have haven’t haven’t we? 

16. are you? are aren’t aren’t you? 

 

4. Fill the suitable question tags for the following statements: 

1. She is driving a car, _____________?  

    [Ans: isn’t she] 

2. Rajan should be on time to school ________________? 

    [Ans: shouldn’t he] 

3. They were not listening to the lesson, _____________? 

    [Ans: were they] 

4. He broke the jar, __________________? 

    [Ans: didn’t he] 

5. Sheela was not afraid to be alone, _____________?   

    [Ans: was she] 

6. I have completed my painting, __________________?   

    [Ans: haven’t I] 

7. We speak softly, _________________?     
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    [Ans: don’t we] 

8.  Hari could help us in our work, ________________?   

     [Ans: couldn’t he] 

9.  She must not be rude, __________________?    

     [Ans: must she] 

10. I can dance well, _________________?     

      [Ans: can’t I] 

11. Rajeev won’t play in the rain, ____________________.   

      [Ans: Will he?] 

12. Sita and Uma are sisters, ______________________.    

      [Ans: aren’t they?] 

13. He could hear the siren, _________________.    

      [Ans: couldn’t he?] 

14. They were busy packing their suitcases, _________________.   

      [Ans: weren’t they?] 

15. Lakshmi wasn’t able to sing, _____________________.   

      [Ans: was she?[ 

16. My uncle is staying abroad, ____________________.    

      [Ans: isn’t he] 

17. We can’t act on stage, __________________.    

      [Ans: can we?] 

18. She has left home early, __________________.    

      [Ans: hasn’t she?] 

20. I am a student, __________________.     

      [Ans: am not i?] 

 

4. REARRANGE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES IN LOGICAL ORDER AND REWRITE IN A PARAGRAPH: 
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1. But in the last two inter-school matches, his scores were poor. 

2. He had made lots of runs in some of the minor matches. 

3. Now he was determined to make enough runs to take his side to victory. 

4. Ranji had a good eye and strong wrists. 

5. The highest was 12 runs. 

Ans: Logical order: 4 – 2 – 1- 5 – 3 

Model Auxiliary verbs are: will, shall, can, may, ought, must, need, dare, use to  

Unit-1  

Book Back Grammer Questions 

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable form of Auxiliary verbs : 

1.  I __am___ studying now. (be) 

2.  We ___are___ at a movie hall. (be) 

3.  They ___will___ go to school from tomorrow. (modal) 

4.  She is very nice, ___Isn’t she___? (question tag) 

5.  They __were___ not here – were they? (supply the verb) 

6.  We ____can’t___ see anything from here. (negative of can) 

7.  How       are             you going there? By car? (be) 

8.  ___Don’t______ do anything hasty, wait. (negative of do) 

9.  ____Have______ you got any change? (Perfect Verb – Present) 

10. He ______had_____ gone to pick-up his friend. (Perfect Verb – Past) 

11. They have no room to stay, _______have they__________? (Question Tag) 

12. You _____mustn’t______________ be late to school, must you? (Supply the verb) 

2. Use auxiliaries in these questions:  

1.  _______Well___________ you cut these onions for me, Lakshmi? 

2.  _______May___________ I enter, sir? 

3. ________Would_________ you please grant me leave for tomorrow, sir? 

4, ________Can___________ you climb to the top of the hill in 30 minutes? 
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5. ________Does__________ the giraffe eat from the tree top? 

6. ________Do ___________ the boys go home for the holidays? 

7. ________Ought_________ we to obey our elders? 

8. ________Must__________ the children attend classes tomorrow? 

3.  Choose the best synonyms from the options given: 

1. Shrewd 

a) cunning b)Sharp  c)Accurate 

Ans: sharp 

2. Strategy 

a) Planning  b) draft  c) determination  

Ans: planning 

3. Potential 

a) Ability b) talent c) strength  

Ans: strength 

4. Awards  

a) Prizes b) honours c) medals   

Ans: honours 

5. Instinct 

a) impulse  b) method c) conscience   

Ans: impulse 

6. Logic 

a) intellect b) reasoning c) wisdom    

Ans: reasoning 

7. Concentration 

a) interest b) memory c) focus  

Ans: focus 

8. Achievements  

a) attainments  b) dreams c) goals    
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Ans: attainments 

9. Respect 

a) honour b) reverence c) award    

Ans: reverence 

10. Vanished  

 a) disappeared b) lost  c) escaped 

Ans: disappeared 

5. Match the words with their prefixes to form antonyms: 

 True   II --    [Ans: untrue] 

 Understand  in --    [Ans: misunderstand] 

 Exact   im --    [Ans: inexact] 

 Patience  dis --    [Ans: impatience] 

 Logical   mis --    [Ans: illogical] 

Agree   un--    [Ans: disagree] 

6. Fill in the blanks with the correct verb forms from the brackets: 

1. Pinky and Rosy ____were_____ honest. (was / were) 

2. Sam, Jim, Ram and John ____enjoy______ playing football. (enjoy / enjoys) 

3. Every nook and corner ______was________ searched. (was / were) 

4. Boarding and lodging ______is______ available here. (is / are) 

5. The dog with its puppies _____is______ very cute (is / are) 

6. The workers as well as their manager ____are_____ discussing wyhat have to be done. (is / are) 

7. Neither gold nor silver _____is_____ used in making these jewels. (is / are) 

8. Either he or I _____am_______ chosen for this task (am / is / are) 

9. This jack fruit or these apples _____are____ to be packed in this box. (is / are) 

10. Everyone of these food packets _____is_______ to be distributed without fail. (is / are) 

11. The list of names _____was______ read out. (was / were) 

12. The police is the state _____was_______ called to the border to maintain peace/ (was / were) 

13. Gymnastics _______is________ an intresting sport to watch. ( is  / are) 

14. The United States ______is______ a Superpower. (is / are) 

15. I, who ____am______ upset, need some time to think. (am / is are) 

7. Correct the following sentences: 

1.  No news so fat so goog news. 

Ans:  No news so far is good news. 
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 2. Each fo the stars in the sky shine by their own light. 

Ans: Each of the stars in the sky shines by its own light. 

3.  Either she or you is responsible for this. 

Ans: Either she or you are responsible for this. 

4.  Muthu along with his friends are enjoying the show/ 

Ans: Muthu along with his friends is enjoying the show. 

5.  Neither this street nor that were cleaned yesterday/ 

Ans: Neither this street nor that was cleaned yesterday. 

6.  Glory and honour are every soldier’s dream 

Ans: Glory and honour is every soldier’s dream. 

7.  The queen ant along with its workers ants work all day. 

Ans: The queen ant along with its workers ants works all day. 

8.  You who is an engineer should be able to tackle this problem. 

Ans: You, who are an engineer should be able to tackle the problem, 

9.  Courage and confidence are what we need now. 

Ans: Courage and confidence is what we need now. 

10. The pig with its piglets is seen rummaging the rubbish bin. 

Ans: The pig with its piglets is seen rummaging the rubbish bin. 

8.  Match the following tags given below with the statements 

[won’t you, doesn’t it,  haven’t we,  can they,  had they,  don’t they,  isn’t it,  wasn’t it, could they, didn’t he] 

1.  Fish is a protein food, _______________________?    

[Ans: isn’t it] 

2.  Coniferous trees grow tall, _______________________?   

[Ans: don’t they] 

3.  They couldn’t manage it all _______________________?   

[Ans: could they]  

4.  You will carry out my orders, _______________________?   
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[Ans: won’t you] 

5.  We have become slave to machines, _______________________?  

[Ans: haven’t we] 

6.  Kangaroo carries its joey in its pouch, _______________________?  

[Ans: doesn’t it] 

7.  My new neighbors had not vacated their old premises totally, ______________? 

[Ans: had they] 

8.  Pradeep knocked me down, _______________________?   

[Ans: didn’t he] 

9.  The room was very congested, _______________________?   

[Ans: wasn’t it] 

10. The visually impaired cannot see, _______________________?  

[Ans: can they] 

Unit-2  

Lesson – DIWAKAR AN ICON FOR CHILDREN 

Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms  

WORD SYNONYM ANTONYMS 

Formally officially unceremoniously, informally 

Diverse varied similar 

Complex multifaceted simple 

unbelievable extraordinary plausible, ordinarily 

information views  

creative innovative Uninspired 

history ancient times Future 

anxious worried Assured 
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knowledge enlightenment Ignorance 

assemble congregate scatter, disperse 

describe specify distort, warp 

slightly to some extent Considerably 

curious investigative, inquiring Uninterested 

showcase bring to view conceal 

interactive to engage Dissociated 

regular usual, standard Unusual 

succeed do well, achieve something Fail 

deterred discouraged, daunted Encouraged 

applause ovation Scoffing 

assemble congregate scatter, disperse 

 

2. Match the words in column A with their meanings in column B. 

Column A Column B 

SPIRIT way of feeling or thinking 

ICON a small picture or a symbol 

PLATFORM an opportunity to make progress 

SOLE one and only 

SUMS UP summarize 

SHOWCASE to present somebody’s abilities 

 

3. Read the instructions carefully and write short sentences accordingly: 

i.   Past tence of catch : _________________________. 

 The police caught the criminal yesterday. 

ii. Present of bought : _________________________. 
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 Why do you buy five note books now? 

iii. Past participle of stick: _________________________. 

 Somebody has stuck a wall=poster on our compound wall. 

iv. Past tense of build: _________________________. 

 We built our house last year. 

v.   Present tense of leave: _________________________. 

 The train leaves at 7.00 p.m 

4. Choose the correct word in the brackets: 

i.   Gracy _____________ (wear/wore/worn) her favorite frock yesterday.   

 Ans: wore 

ii. Lakitha has _________(took/take/taken) medical leave and is expected to join duty next Monday.   

  Ans: taken  

iii. According to Roy, within a month, the bamboo plant had _________[greq/grow/grown) five inches. 

   Ans: grown 

iv. Before her demise, Cynthia’s grandmother ________ (gives/gave.given) her golden wrist watch to her. 

    Ans: gave 

v. Kiran and Karun ________ (choose/chose/chosen) a beautiful shade of green to be painted on their bed     

     room wall.            

   Ans. Chose 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms  

WORD SYNONYM ANTONYMS 

Profession line of work hobby, avocation 

Exquisite ethereal, beautiful crude 

Extraordinary exceptional ordinary, common 

Indomitable unconquerable conquerable 

Vision sight blindness 
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Immensely extremely, hugely mildly 

Courageous brave cowardly 

Paralysed immobilized stimulated 

Existence living inanimateness 

Nurture tend to neglect 

Ancient age-old, early modern 

Acquired obtain forgo, yield 

Mythologies legend actuality, history 

Evolving emerge, develop stop, block 

Customs habitude divergence 

Starkly openly covertly, secretly 

Approached advance, gain on distant 

Resemblance similarity contrast 

Nourished nurtured, care for neglect 

Striking arresting inconspicuous 

Extensively broadly temporarily 

Ploughed till, cultivate - 

Perfect ideal, flawless flawed 

Harmony integrity discord 

Thoroughly exhaustively incompletely 

Ruined destroyed preserved 

Obliterated wiped out, destroyed constructed 

Serence calm, collected agitated 

Adolescence youth, pre-adulthood adulthood 

Mystique charisma - 

Declined desisted, refused accepted 
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Incurable terminal, fatal healable, curable 

 

TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE VERBS 

Transitive verbs 

(i) answer the question what / whom 

(ii) have an object 

Intransitive verbs 

(i) do not have an object 

(ii) answer the questions – how, where, when, why 
 

2. Identify the verbs in the sentence and name them: 

1.  I want a banana     [Ans: want – Tansitive] 

2. He goes to a movie every day.   [Ans: goes – Intransitive] 

3.  I am a doctor.      [Ans: am – Transitive] 

4.  They bought us the movie tickets.  [Ans: bought – Transitive] 

5.  She is good singer.    [Ans: is – Intransitive] 

6.  The road is not crowded.    [Ans: is crowded – Intransitive] 

7.  His grandfather is old.    [Ans: is – Intransitive] 

8.  They arrived at 8 O’clock.   [Ans: arrived – Intransitive] 

9.  She gave a concert on Monday.   [Ans: gave – Transitive] 

10. The boy kicked the ball.    [Ans: kicked – Transitive] 

3. Fill in as stated: 

1.  Intransitive  - The sun shine _____________. [Ans: bright] 

2.  Transitive  - Basker took _______________. [Ans: an aim in life] 

3.  Transitive  - Monkeys like to eat ___________. [Ans: nuts and fruits] 

4.  Intransitive  - Our ancestors lived in ___________. [Ans: danger] 

5.  Intransitive  -The jeep rushed _____________. [Ans: past speedily] 

6.  Transitive  - The workers picked _____________. [Ans: cotton] 

7.  Transitive  -Santa Clause brought _____________. [Ans: us, gifts] 
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8.  Transitive  - My father took _________ for a ride. [Ans: us] 

9.  Intransitive  -The boar capsized _____________. [Ans: in the water] 

10. Intransitive  -The bells pealed _____________. [Ans: loud and clear] 

4.  Choose the best option for the synonym: 

1.  Complex Complicate Crude  Simple  Ans: ___ Complicate___  

2.  Unbelievable Unseen  Incredible Vague  Ans: ___Incredible_____ 

3.  Storing  Spending Wasting Hoarding Ans: ___Hoarding______ 

4.  Diversity Difference Variety  Plenty  Ans: ___Variety_______ 

5.  Assemble Gather  Collect  Crowd  Ans: ___Gather________ 

6.  Glimpse  Stare  Frown  Glance  Ans: ___Glance_______ 

7.  Fascinating Surprising Beautiful Attractive Ans: ___Attractive____ 

8.  Curious  Interested Eager  Suspicious Ans: ___Eager_________ 

9.  Visual  Hearing  Speech  Sight  Ans: ___Sight__________ 

10. Composure Calm  Passive  Inactive  Ans: ___Calm__________  

5. Match the words in A with its antonyms in B: 

 A      B  

1.  applause  - common  Ans: criticism 

2.  thunderous - young   Ans: calm 

3.  rare  - poor   Ans: common 

4.  inspire  - criticism  Ans: discourage 

5.  lead  -  private   Ans: follow 

 6.  avid  - detached  Ans: poor 

7.  mature  - calm   Ans: young 

8.  glued  - totally   Ans: detached 

9.  public  - discourage  Ans: private 

10. slightly  -  follow   Ans: totally 

SENTENCE PATTERN 
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7. Identify the sentence pattern: 

1. My neighbor caught him stealing. 

Ans: My neighbor / caught/ him / stealing  - S+V+O+C 

2. The giant ran downstairs in great joy. 

Ans: the giant / ran / downstairs / in great joy  -  S+V+A+A 

3. You are a peculiar child. 

Ans: You / are / a peculiar child   - S+V+O 

4. My mind has found peace. 

Ans: My mind / has found / peace   - A+S+V 

5. Surely you are mistaken. 

Ans: Surely / you / are mistaken   - S+V+O+A 

6. I saw the incident with my own eyes. 

Ans: I / saw / the incident / with my own eyes  -  S+V+O+A 

7. He lived by example. 

Ans: He / lived / by example    - S+V+A 

8. India is today the largest secular democracy. 

Ans: India / is / today / the largest secular democracy - S+V+A+C 

8. Unjumble the sentences according to the pattern given: 

1. SVAC - / a little / was / shy / Raghav 

   Ans: Raghav was a little shy. 

2. SVOC - / illegal / the sale of Indian products / made / the British 

    Ans: The british made the sale of Indian goods illegal. 

3. SVOA - / the tree / watered / he / Everyday 

   Ans: He watered the tree everyday. 

4. SVODO - /him / grave / a bag of fruits / His mother 

   Ans: His mother gave him a bag of fruits. 

5. SVAAA - / sadly / went / that evening / She / home 

   Ans:  She went home sadly that evening. 

 

 

7
th

 Standard English  
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3rd -Term 

Unit – I  

Lesson CREATING SPACE TO BE HUMAN 

Book back questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms 

Words Synonyms Antonyms 

Willingness Readiness Reluctance 

Co-operate Help, oblige Hinder 

Glance Glimpse Scan 

Anxious Worried Calm 

Teasing Mockery Regaling 

Threatened Forebode, terrorize Protected 

Popular Admired Disliked, unpopular 

Adjust Alter Disarrange 

Undignified Inelegant Decent, respectable 

Criminals Culprit Law, police 

Humane Kind, compassionate Cruel 

Injustice Unfair treatment Lawfulness, justice 

Initiated Started, introduced Terminated 

Tackle Attack, comfort Avoid, dodge 

Demand Command, insist Appeal 

Asset Benefit, advantage Drawback 

Energy Vigour, zeal Inactive, lethargic 

Retired Relinquished, leave service Joined 

Glamour Attract, mystique Drab 

Truthfulness Honesty, sincerity Deceitfulness 

Honesty Truthfulness Deception 

Inter-related Correlative Unrelated 

 

2. Match Column A and Column B 

S.No Question Cards Answer Cards 

1 Who is the first woman I.P.S officer in India? Kiran Bedi 

2 Where was Kiran Bedi born? Amritsar 

3 In which game does Kiran Bedi win the championship title? Tennis 

4 In which prison did Kiran Bedi introduce reformative work? Tihar Jail 

5 Which was the award presented to Kiran Bedi in the year 
1994? 

Ramon Magsaysay Award 
Winner 

6 Why did Kiran Bedi form Navjyoti? For Welfare and Preventive 

Policing 
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7 Who wrote “I Dare – It’s Always possible”? Kiran Bedi 

8 Who protects the citizens at the border? Army Soldiers 

9 What did Kiran Bedi feel about Truthfulness? “Truth brings the courage of 

conviction” 

10 Which is considered to be the most important personal 

quality? 

Honesty 

 

3. Match Column A and Column B 

S.No Column A Column B 

1 Wishing you very many happy returs of the day! D. Birthday 

2 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! E. Christmas 

3 Bon Voyage A. A long trip 

4 Have a great holiday! F. Vacation 

5 Seasons greetings! C. Diwali / Durga Puja 

6 Congratulations B. On getting a promotion 

4. Syllabification 

2 Syllables[di-syllabic] 3 Syllables[tri-syllabic] 4 Syllables[tetra-syllabic] 

Children Possible Dedicated 

Even  Capable Retaliate 

Final Citizen  Intelligent 

Woman Challenges Co-operate 

Kiran Magsaysay Reservation 

Award Preventing Population 

Leader Example Revolution 

Prison Government Prosperity 

Practice Magazine Demonstration 

Matter Injustice Cultivation 

Around  Republic Interested 

Pencil Retirement Impossible 

Window Possible Mobility 

Teacher Plantation Corporation 

Garden Regular Development 

Inspire Mahatma Traditional 

Protect Energy Interesting 

Redeem Uniform Undignified 

Country Management Particular 

Human Substitute reformation 

 

Unit-1 
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 Poem – KEEP ON KEEPING ON 

 Book Back Questions 

 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms  

Words Synonyms Antonyms 

Suggests Imply Tells 

Solution Way-out Problem 

Present Existing Past 

Future Forthcoming Past 

Tired Weary Refresh 

Puzzling Confusing Enlightening 

Bear Endure Surrender 

Sick Ill Healthy 

Vanish Disappear Appear 

Prove Establish Nullify 

 

Unit-1  

Supplementary Reader – GEoRGE WASHINGTON CARVER AND PEANUTS 

 Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms  

Words Synonyms Antonyms 

Tragedy Disaster Joy 

System Procedure, method Disorderly 

Land-owners Property owners Tenants 

Slavery Serfdom, bondage Mastery 

Yields Output, turnout Withhold 

Accept Agree Deny 

Secret Under wraps Revealed 

Denied Deprived of Accepted 

Admission Acceptance Refusal, expulsion 

Developed Evolved, promoted Repressed 

Trem;endous Exceptional Insignificant 

 

2. Choose the best synonym for the word underlined from the options given: 

1. She was the most popular girl. 

a) famous     b) Well-read     c)notorious 

Ans: famous 
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2. You have no right to pass an undignified comment. 

a) respectable   b) irrespective    c) disrespective 

Ans: disrespectful 

3. They are excelling in all fields. 

a) winning   b) surpassing  c) successful 

Ans: surpassing 

4. She created the space for hardened criminals. 

a) tough   b) iron   c) strong 

Ans: tough 

5. Her work is a hallmark of what a simple, dedicated, caring police officer can do. 

a) code   b) symbol    c) sign 

Ans: symbol 

6. She has an indomitable will. 

a) strong   b) dominating   c) weak 

Ans: strong 

7. You can either retaliate or respond intelligently. 

a) flight   b) agree   c) react 

Ans: react 

8. ………. drug abuse prevention and child welfare in 1994. 

a) Well-being     b) goodness   c) attitude 

Ans: well-being 

9. Honesty is basically an expression of truth. 

a) fundamentally    b) truly   c) really 

Ans: fundamentally 

10. There is no substitute for truth. 

a) replacement    b) player   c) alertnative 

Ans: alternative 

3. Choose the best antonym for the word underlined from the options given: 
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1. Not to put down injustice, but to redeem it. 

a) condemn   b) save   c) suppress 

Ans: Condemn 

2. It must have required so much energy. 

a) needed   b) rejected   c) expelled 

Ans: rejected 

3. She is known for her fearless spirit. 

a) weak   b) strong   c) fearful 

Ans: fearful 

4. In reality, that doesn’t happen. 

a) imagination   b) fiction   c) dreams 

Ans: imagination 

5. That is the traditional way. 

a) civilised    b) modern    c) ancient 

Ans: modern 

Unit-1  

Book Back GRAMMAR Questions 

Punctuation 

1. Punctuate the following: 

1. miss katy interrupted amy do you like europe for my part i was never so disgusted with any place in my life 

Ans: Miss Katy interrupted, “Amy, do you like Europe? For my part, I was never so disgusted with any place in my 

life.” 

2. i wonder said mr sasha struck by a sudden thought if by any chance our squadron is here she asked the question 

the moment she entered the hotel 

Ans: “I wonder,” said Mrs. Asha, struck by a sudden thought, “if by any chance our squadron is here?”  she asked 

the question the moment she entered the hotel. 

3. lightening flashed the sky thundered raindrops started falling suddenly i heard a loud shrike my hair stood on 

ends 
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Ans: Lightening flashed; the sky thundered, raindrops started falling. Suddenly I heard a loud shrike. My hair stood 

on ends. 

4. asha nisha and i revised botany zoology history geography and maths over the weekend 

Ans: Asha, Nisha and I revised Botany, Zoology, History, Geography and Maths over the weekend. 

5. she knocked on doors she put sturdy arms round ragged barefoot children she washed them and under a tree in an 

open field she taught them today mother terasa the woman in the white sari is among the best known women in 

india 

Ans: She knocked on doors, she put sturdy arms round ragged, barefoot children, she washed them, and, under a 

tree in an open field, she taught them. Today, Mother Terasa, the woman in the white sari is among the best known 

women in India.  

2. Punctuate the following passage: 

  Mother Teresa choose each one of the missionaries of charity herself there are no luxuries whatever each 

sister owns only cotton saries sandals an umbrella a sweater for cool weather a few accessories and a metal bucket 

to do her washing there’s real sacrifice says one sister frankly we come for a hard life and we get it. 

Ans: Mother Teresa choose each one of the Missionaries of Charity herself. There are no luxuries whatever. Each 

sister owns only cotton saries, sandals, an umbrella, a sweater for cool weather, a few accessories, and a metal 

bucket to do her washing. “There’s real sacrifice,” says one sister frankly, “we come for a hard life and we get it”. 

3. Subject and Verb Agreement 

Correct the following sentences: 

1. A list containing all the accessories were handed over to the leader. 

Ans: A list containing all the accessories was handed over to the leader. 

2. Each one of us were called in for the interview.  

Ans: Each one of us was called in for the interview. 

3. Is your father and mother working? 

Ans: Are your father and mother working? 

4. Either the farmer or his daughters is found working in the morning fro dawn.  

Ans: Either the farmer or his daughters are found working in the morning fro dawn. 

5. They lost everything that were theirs in the floods.  

Ans: They lost everything that was theirs in the floods. 

4. Match the word with its prefix and suffix to frame a new word: 
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Prefix  Word  Suffix   

In   real  ing   Ans: unreality 

Un   courage  ion   Ans: discouragement   

Dis   understand ence               Ans: misunderstanding 

Mis   elect  ity   Ans: re-election  

Re   depend             ment               Ans: independence 

5. Syllabification: (Change these words into di-syllabic, tri-syllabic and tetra-syllabic) 

2 syllables 3 syllables 4 syllables 

Partial Impartial Impartially 

Govern Government Governmental 

Exam Examine Examining 

Present Represent Representing 

Friendly Unfriendly Unfriendliness 

 

Unit-2 

 Lesson – THE IRON MAN -1 THE IRON MAN - 2 

Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms: 

WORD SYNONYM ANTONYMS 

soft yielding hard 

giant monstrous tiny, small 

amazed astonishing - 

furious angry pleased 

enormous large small 

colossal huge, splendid small 

stupendous amazing insignificant 

bait trap - 

reckoned ascertained unsure 

crash collapse build 

undisturbed untouched disturbed 

sneaking hidden exposed 

danger harm, peril safety, security 

wide broad narrow 

raw fresh old 

bring edge centre 

vanished disappeared appeared 

qietly silently noisily 

twilight dusk dawn 

strange unfamiliar known 
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wandering roaming - 

still immobile moving 

strides steps - 

looming increasing decreasing 

peered peeped - 

glared stared - 

pitch dark - 

grinding grating - 

 

2. Give the antonyms for the following words. 

 Long  x Short 

 Wide  x narrow 

 Slow  x quick, fast 

 Start  x end 

 Deep  x shallow 

 Inside  x outside 

 Vanish  x appear 

Whole  x part 

3. Underline the model verbs in the following sentences: 

1. I will carry your books. 

2. Will you please give me your pen? 

3.  Will you please post this letter for me? 

4. Would you open the door, [please]? 

5. Would you [please/kindly] pass the pencil? 

6. I will buy the ticket for you. 

7.  Can you please turn off the television? 

8.  Can I use your bicycle for an hour? 

9.  May I read the poem? 

4. Fill in the right answer: 

1.  _________________ I come in sir?       
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     a) Will  b) May       [Ans: May] 

2.  ______________ you please give me your book? [Ask politely]   

     a) May  b) Will       [Ans: May] 

3.  ________you please open the gate? [Ask more  politely]    

     a) Would  b) May       [Ans: Would]  

4.  I __________ take you to the library.     

     a) Will  b) Would      [Ans: Will] 

5.  ____________ you drop me at the big temple? 

     a) Can  b) May       [Ans: Can] 

Unit-2 

 Poem – BE THE BEST OF WHATEVER YOU ARE 

Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms: 

WORD SYNONYM ANTONYMS 

Celebrate rejoice overlook, ignore 

Win victory lose 

Fail be unsuccessful pass 

Top highest bottom most, lowest 

 

Unit-2 

 Supplementary Reader – AN INTERFACE WITH AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL BEING  

 Book Back Questions 

1. Synonyms and Antonyms: 

Words Synonyms Antonyms 

Dark lack of light bright 

Lonely alone, desolate together, crowded 

Cloudy overcast clear 

Serious alone, desolate playful 

Sensible overcast unreasonable 
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Encounter grave evasion 

Sensible reasonable unreasonable 

Encounter meeting by change evasion 

Confidence faith in oneself uncertain 

Nuisance bothersome helpful 

Emerging arising going away, fading 

 

2. Synonyms: 

1.  giant              - huge 

2.  amazed             - astonished 

3.  disappeared              - vanished 

4.  furious  - raging 

5.  stolen  - looted 

6.  enormous  - large 

7.  colossal  - large 

8.  stupendous              - enormous 

9.  sheer  - vertical 

10. bait   - trap 

11. crash  - collapse 

12. loose  - yielding 

13. sneaking  - underlying 

3. Antonyms  

1.   giant  x tiny 

2.  disappeared     x appeared 

3.  furious  x pleasing 

4.  excitement  x sadness 

5.  loose  x tough, hard 
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4. Tenses:  

Present Tense Past Tense Past Participle Future Tense 

Follow followed followed will follow 

Lead led led will lead 

Slide slid slid will slide 

Go went  gone will go 

Steal stole stolen will steal 

Take took taken will take 

Do did done will do 

Cover covered covered will cover 

Find found found will find 

Bring brought brought will bring 

Eat ate eaten will eat 

Leave left left will leave 

Begin began began will begin 

Lay laid laid will lay 

Fall fell fallen will fall 

5. Synonyms: 

1.   edge - rim, brink 

2.   wide - broad 

3.   enormous - huge 

4.   quietly - silently 

5.   strange - unfamiliar 

6.   wandering - roaming 

7.   frightened - scared 

8.   still  - motionless 
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9.   headlamp - headlights 

10.  strides - steps 

11.  shaking - trembling 

12.  looming - magnifying 

13.  inviting - attracting 

14.  grinding - grating 

15.  steep - vertical 

 

6. Antonyms  

1.   wide x narrow 

2.   strange x familiar 

3.  frightened x brave 

4.   still  x moving 

5.   looming x decreasing 

6.   steep x slope 

7. Tenses : (Additional) 

Present Tense Past Tense Past Participle Future Tense 

Stand stood stood will stand 

Get got get will get 

Start started started will start 

Stop stopped stopped will stop 

Understand understood understood will understand 

Heat heard heard will hear 

Spend spent spent will spend 

Bring brought brought will bring 

Become became become will become 
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Shine shone shone will shine 

Press pressed pressed will press 

Feel felt felt will feel 

Glare glared glared will glare 

Grind ground ground will grind 

Set set set will set 

Shout shouted shouted will shout 

Catch caught caught will catch 

 

8. Fill in the type of sentences given here: 

1.  Shall I fetch you water?   Ans: Suggestion 

2.   I will do your work.                Ans: Willingness 

3.   Would you mind shifting a little?              Ans: Polite request 

4.   Can you shift that table?   Ans: Capability 

5.   Could you arrange a meeting for me? Ans: Polite request 

6.   May I take my book back?               Ans: Polite request 

9. Fill in the blanks with model verbs as per the mood expressed: 

1.   (Ability) – We ___can_____ solve this problem together. 

2.   (Permission) - _____May____ I borrow your pen for two minutes? 

3.   (Possibility) – We ___may____ catch the train if we walk fast. 

4.   (Giving permission) – You __may_____ leave the room now. 

5.   (Determination) – I __will_____ stand by you always. 

6.   (Expressing wish) – Hari __would____ like to tell you a secret. 

7.   (Schedule) – The programme ___will____ start sharply. 

8.   (Wish) - ___May_____ you have a safe journey! 

9.   (Blessing) - ____May____ you have a prosperous life ahead! 

10.  (Politeness) - __Would_____ you please move a bit? 
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11. (Ability) – I __can_______ finish the work in 1 hour. 

12.  (Request) - ___will____ you tell me the time? 

13.  (Necessity) -  We ___need___ to fuel the bike. 

14.  (Obligation) – We __must/should__ take care of our elders. 

15.  (Determination) – The team___will___ practice well to wim. 

10. Choose the correct synonym for the underlined words from the options given below: 

1.   From farm to farm went giant footprints. 

     a) big b) large  c) small     

     Ans: large 

2.   And the sides of it were sheer as walls   

     a) good b) Shallow c) vertical    

    Ans: vertical 

3.   He would crash into the hole. 

     a) collapse b) climb c) win     

      Ans: collapse 

4.   All the farmers gathered together. 

     a) went b) collected c) came     

    Ans: came 

5.   the soil lay just as they had left it, undisturbed 

     a) untouched      b) unarranged c) undue   

     Ans: untouched 

6.   Standing at the edge of a hole, was a fox. 

     a) middle b) end  c) corner    

    Ans: end 

7.   The Iron man stood gazing inland. 

     a) peeping b) staring c) frowning    

     Ans: staringe 
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8.   The fox had vanished. 

     a) disappeared b) left  c) escaped   

     Ans: disappeared 

9.   He wandered about the countryside 

     a) walked b) ran  c) roamed    

     Ans: roamed 

10.  The Iron Man took three strides towards Hogarth. 

     a) feet b) steps  c) strokes    

    Ans: steps 

11. Choose the correct antonyms from the words in the below. 

• further   • familiar • noisy  • bright  • whispering 

1. Shouting   [Ans: whispering] 

2. Nearer   [Ans: further]  

3. Dark    [Ans: bright] 

4. Silent   [Ans: noisy] 

5. strange   [Ans: familiar] 


